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0. Introduction
Let F be a p-adic field, let W
W(F) be the absolute Weil group of F and let
A0N(F) be the set of (equivalence classes of) complex irreducible N-dimensional
representations of W Then it is a conjecture of Langlands that, among other
things, there should be a natural map 6 H 03C0(03C3) from sl’ F) to the set Jà’°(G) of
irreducible supercuspidal representations of G GLN(F). Let M be a subgroup
of finite index in F " and let GM be the subgroup of G consisting of elements g
with det g in M. Then one expects the following to hold:
=

=

The restriction of n( u) to GM is reducible if and only if there exists
extension E/F and a representation r of W(E) such that

(0.1)

an

M and
(i) NE/FE
(ii) u IndE/F03C4
=

=

(see [K3]
As

a

for

a more

consequence

detailed discussion).
should therefore expect

one

(0.2) The restriction of n(u) to G SLN(F) is reducible if and only if 6 IndE/F03C4
where E/F is prime cyclic.
It is interesting to note that (0.2) has apparently been verified only in case
=

=

N

=

2 and that in this case, the result follows from the criterion of Labesse-

Langlands [L-L]:
(0.3) An irreducible supercuspidal representation 03C0 of G GL2(F) restricts
irreducibly to G if and only if n is exceptional; that is, n cannot be constructed by
the method of Weil representations.
It is the purpose of this paper to give a local proof for (0.3) in the hope of
eventually proving (0.2) in general, Kazhdan’s 7r(O) [Ka] replacing the Weil
construction. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we review that
construction of supercuspidal representations of G GL2(F) given in [Kl],
=

=
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recasting things in the language of principal orders [B-F]. In Section 2, we use
Mackey’s theorem to give a preliminary decomposition of 03C0|G, where is a
supercuspidal representation of G. In Section 3, we give our main result,
Theorem 3.6, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition that 03C0|G remain
irreducible. Since this condition is the same as the condition given in [K2] that n
be exceptional, we have verified (0.3).
It is a pleasure for both authors to acknowledge the kind hospitality at the
Institute for Advanced Study at which much of this work was done.
In what follows we let F be a local field of residual characteristic p and let
(9F be the ring of integers in F and P PF be the maximal ideal of (9 with
generator ’M = tiJF. We denote by k = kF the residue class field O/P with q = qF
elements. We let Ut UF (t a positive integer) be the subgroup of U UF = O
of elements of the form 1 + a where a E Pt. For an element x in F we denote the

W

=

=

=

=

valuation of x by v(x) vF(x).
We denote by G the group GL2(F) of two by two invertible matrices with
coefficients in F and by G the subgroup SL2(G) of G of matrices of determinant 1.
Furthermore, given H a subgroup of G, H will stand for the group G n H.
=

1. Construction of the

supercuspidal représentations

of G

We adopt here the point of view of Bushnell and Frôhlich.

definitions and proofs.)
Let A be the ring M2(F) of two

by

(See [B-F] for general

two matrices over

F,

so

that G is the

multiplicative group A " .
DEFINITION 1.1. A

subring

A of A is

a

principal

order in A if

(i) A is a free O-submodule of A of rank 4.
(ii) The Jacobson radical Pi of A is principal as a left (so as a right) ideal of
A. We denote by II 03A0A a generator of Pl.
=

We observe that the group of invertible fractional ideals of A is

generated by Pî.
We denote by U d the subgroup

of G and

we

set

UtA

=

1 +

cyclic

and

PtA for t

1.

PROPOSITION 1.2. KA NG(UA) = 03A0&#x3E;UA is a maximal, open, compact
modulo-center subgroup of G and all such subgroups are of this form.
=

EXAMPLES. Write [Aij] for the set of matrices [aij] with aji in Aij;
is a real number, let [r] denote the integer part of r

as

usual if r
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The standard method for constructing principal orders is via lattice chains.
Let V F p F. Then by an (9-lattice in V we mean a free rank two Wsubmodule of E
A uniform lattice chain is a set of (9-lattices L {Li}i~Z in V such that
Li Li+1 for all integers i and for which there exists an integer e eF(L) such
that for all integers i
=

=

=

(i) PLi Li+e
(ii) dimk(Li/Li+1) 21e. The integer e is called the period of
equal to 1 or 2.
=

=

L and obviously is

Two uniform lattice chains L and L’are equivalent if there exists an integer t
such that Li += L’i for all i. There is a natural action of G on the set of uniform
lattice chains. This action is transitive for lattices of fixed period.
Let A(L) be the set of g in A satisfying gLi c Li for all i, and, for m an integer,
let Pm(L) be the set of g in A satisfying gLi c Li+m for all i. In particular let
P(L) P1(L). We have
=

PROPOSITION 1.3.

(i) A(L) is a principal order in A, and all principal orders in A can be obtained
in this way.

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The radical of d(L) is P(L) and P(L)m Pm(L).
1-1 in P(L) generates P(L) if and only if 1-1 Li Li, 1 for all i.
Let L and L’ be uniform lattice chains in JI: Then A(L) = d(L’) if and only if
L and L’are equivalent. Furthermore, e(L) e(L’) if and only if there exists
a g in G such that the uniform lattice chain gL
{gLi} is equivalent to L’,
and this is the case if and only f gA(L)g-1
d(L’).
=

=

=

=

=

Let now .91 be a principal order in A. Then, by the above, A A(L) for some
uniform lattice chain L in K Set e(A) e(L). We note then that e(A) does not
depend on the choice of L and determines A up to conjugation.
=

=

Note. Let L be the uniform lattice chain defined by Lo = (9 O (9, e(L) 1 and let
L’ be the uniform lattice chain defined by L’ = (9 ~ (9, Li = (9 Q P, e(L’) 2.
=

=
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Then we get, respectively, the orders (1) and (2) of the above
orders are the only ones, up to conjugation by G.

example.

These

A character 03C8 of F has conductor pm if Pm is contained in ker 03C8 and pm-l is
not contained in ker 03C8. Let us consider a character 03C8 of F of conductor P. Fix an
integer n 1. If b is an element of P-1A, we define a character of UtA, where
n+1/2 t n + 1, by the formula 03C8b(x) = 03C8(tr b(x-1)), x in UtA. We have then

LEMMA 1.4. The map b~03C8b induces an
topological dual (UtA/Un+1A)^ of UtA/Un+1A.

isomorphism of P-nA/P1-tAt with the

We need to describe now certain elements, the generic elements, which play an
important role in describing the supercuspidal representations. We present here
a special case of a more general definition (see for example [K-M]).

DEFINITION 1.5. An element b in

P-nA is A-generic of level - n if

(i) E F[b] is a subfield of A of degree 2 over F.
(ii) E ~ KA.
(iii) If E/F is ramified, then vE(b) = -n is odd. If E/F is unramified, then b03C9n
generates the ring of integers (!JE in E.
=

We note here that if b is generic of
entirely of generic elements.

We have the

level - n, then the

set

b+P1-tEconsistes

following from [K1].

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let n be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G.
Then there is a principal order A of A and a character x of F " such that either

(i) e(A) =

U1A

1 and n 0 (X. det) restricted to U d contains a representation 6 with
ker 6 such that u, viewed as a representation of GL2(O/P) is cuspidal,

or

(ii)

There is
1t

an

integer n 1 and a generic element b of level - n such that

0 (X. det) restricted

We have

to

Ud

contains

t/Jb.

now

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let n be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G.
Then n is equivalent to a representation of the form Ind 03C3 where 6 is an irreducible
representation of Kd, .91 being a principal order of A.
consider more closely the case where 1t is an irreducible supercuspidal
representation of G such that for some n 1, n restricted to UÂ contains t/Jb with
b generic of level - n. Then in fact n, when restricted to U[n/2]+1A, contains t/Jb, b as
above. Now, the normalizer in KA of 03C8b is H E " U[n+1/2]A. If n +1 is even, th en n
is induced from 03B803C8b on H where 0 is a character of E which extends the
n E " while if n +1 is odd, then n is induced from a
restriction of t/Jb to U[n+1/2]A
finite dimensional representation of H.
Let

us

=
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2. Restriction to G of
Let n be

an

a

irreducible

supercuspidal représentation

of G

supercuspidal representation

of G. If

n

satisfies

(i)

of

Proposition 1.6, then 03C0=IndGK03C3 where K = F GL2(O). We may apply Mackey’s
theorem to 03C0|G=ResGG(IndGK03C3) to get

In this case we have that G/GK ~ F /det K = F /F 2UF so that
2 and 03C0|G is reducible.
has
order
G/GK
On the other hand, if 03C0 satisfies (ii) of Proposition 1.6, then, as above,
03C0 = IndHG~ with H = E U[(n+1)/2]A and Mackey’s theorem gives us again in this

(since Ga G).

case

LEMMA 2.1. G/GH ~ F /NE/F(E )U[n+1)/2]-1/e]+1F.
Proof. We have that G/GH ~ F /det H, but det
Now the result follows from the fact that det Unoting that det EX NE/F(E ).

=

H = det E det U[n+1)/2]A.
U[(m-1)/e]+1F (see [B-F])

=

From this and

LEMMA 2.2.
E/F, then

using properties

If d

=

of the

norm

(see [S])

we

get

d(E/F) is the differential exponent of the quadratic extension

Note that for E unramified over F, we have d 0 hence
is reducible. If E/F is ramified, then n 2r -1 with r
=

=

G/GH is of order 2 and nie;
1 and

we

have

then that 03C0|G is reducible either when n is induced from F GL2(O) or
there exists, as above, a ramified extension E/F with d [(r+ 1)/2]. In what
follows we will therefore limit ourselves to the case that 1C is constructed as above
with EIF ramified and d &#x3E; [(r + 1)/2]. In this case we know that
Furthermore we have

I t follows

03C0|G=IndGH~.
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LEMMA 2.3.
~ = ~|H. Then

Let i be
is irreducible.

([K-Sa]).

IndKG03C4

an

irreducible constituent

IndKH~

of

where

LEMMA 2.4. KA
(J d.
Proof. Let L be a lattice chain associated with the principal order .91 and let x
be in KA. Then for some integer i 0, one gets i, xLt Lt+ifor all t. In particular
1 = v(det x) = [L0:xL0]=[L0:Li] and so i = 0. Thus x is in UA, hence in UA.
=

=

It follows that we may restrict
We recall now that if t (n +

IndUH~.

attention to
1)/2, then b ~03C8b

our

gives

isomorphism

us an

between P-nA/P1-tAand (UtA/Un+1A)^.
Let S be any A-module in A and let S* be the set of all
tr(xS) c PF. Then (S/T)* ~ T*/S* and (S + T)* ~ S* n T*.
Denote by S° the set of all x in S such that tr x 0.

x

in A such that

=

LEMMA 2.5. (A°)*
Proof. Since A°

F.
is the kernel of a functional, we
dimFA0=dimF(A)-1, from which dimF(A0)*=1. But given that
get (A°)* = F.
=

PROPOSITION 2.6.

Proof.

There is

a

have

that

F ~ (A0)*

we

(UrA/Un+1A)^ ~ P-nA/[F~P-nA+P1-rA].

natural

embedding of UrA/Un+1A

in

UrA/Un+1A.

Furthermore

(UrA/Un+1A)^ is surjective so that the
03C8b=03C8b|Ur in (UrA/Un+1A)^ is also surjective. Our

the restriction map from (UrA/Un+1A)^ to
map which sends b in P-nA to

proposition

Let

Ñ

now

follows from the fact that the kernel of this map is

be the set of x in

KA such that xbx-1

~

b mod(F +

P1-rA).

We have

is the normalizer of Ïflb in UA.
PROPOSITION 2.7.
xbx-1-b lies in F~P-nA+P1-rA. It follows from
in
N.
Then
x
be
Let
Proof.

N

Proposition

2.6 that

03C8xbx-1-b=1

on

UrA, i.e., that t/JXbX-l

=

03C8b

on

U’d. Thus

03C8 b = 03C8b.
PROPOSITION 2.8. H ~ N.
Proof. Let x be in Ñ and h be in H. Then there exists c in F such that
xbx-1=b + c(mod P1-rA). But given that P1-rA ~ KA we have x-1bx ~
b - c(mod P1-rA). It follows that
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COROLLARY 2.9. H a N.
We also have

PROPOSITION 2.10. N/H has exponent 2.
Proof. We must prove that x in N implies that X2 is in H. If we take traces on
xbx-1 ~ b + c(mod P1-rA) we get that 2c lies in tr P1-rA P[2-r/2]F, so that 2c lies
in pi-r. On the other hand
=

Thus x2bx - 2

~

b(mod P1-rA), i.e., x2

COROLLARY 2.11.
We want to prove

let

Q be thé

set of

lies in H.

N/H is abelian.
now

that if [(r+1)/2] d, then

matrices [F F]. Then G

[0 1]

=

N/Ur is abelian. To this end
E Q (see

for

example [P]).

Since E " c H, it follows that coset representatives of N/H can be picked in Q.
Take xi, x2 in N. Then we may write xi x’1h1, x2 =x;h2, x’1 and x’2 elements of
Q and hi and h2 elements of H. Let us denote by [x, y] the commutator of x and
y and by [x, y]Z the conjugate by z of the above commutator. We want to show
=

that

[x1, x2] lies in U’d. Since
[v, w]u[v, z]uw[u, w][u, z]w we get
[XI’ x2] = [h1,

we

have in

general that [uv, wz] =

x’2]x’1[h1, h2]x’1x’2[x’1, x’2][x’1, h2]x’2·

Also, if s1 and S2 are integers greater than or equal to 1 and x lies in US1 and y
lies in US2, then [x, y] lies in US1 +S2. Moreover since N/H is abelian [x’1, x’2] lies
in H n Q UrA ~ Q c U’d from which we see that all we need to prove is that
[x’, h] lies in U’d for x’ in Q n N and h in H. We need first the following lemma.
=

LEMMA 2.12. Suppose [(r+1)/2] d. Let x be an element of N and write
= b + c(mod P1-rA) for some c in F. Then c lies in P[(r+1)/2]-nE.
Proof. Since b is an element of P-nA we have that xbx-1b-1 ~ 1 +
cb-1(mod P1-r+nA). But 1-r+n=r so that xbx-1b-1=1+cb-1+03B2, where 03B2
lies in PrA. Since c lies in P-nA ~ F and n is odd while c must have even valuation
we have that c lies in P-n+1A, i.e., cb -1 lies in PA, from which 1 + cb -1 is a unit
and xbx-1b-1=(1+cb-1)(1+(1+cb-1)-103B2), where the last factor belongs to
U’d. If we take determinants we get that NE/F(1 + cb-1) is in det U’d U[(r+1)/2].
Now, by [S], the norm induces an isomorphism N:UE/U[(r+1)/2]E~
UF//U[(r+1)/2]F from which it follows that 1 + cb -1 lies in U[(r+1)/2]E, so that c lies in

xbx-1

=

P[(r+1)/2]-nE.
COROLLARY 2.13. If x lies in N, then x lies in E U[r+1)/2]A.
Proof. Since xbx -1 ~ b(mod P[(r+1)/2]-nA) the result follows from

[C].
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PROPOSITION 2.14. If [(r+1)/2] d, then Ñ/Ur is abelian.
Proof. By the above we need to prove that if x lies in N and h lies in H, then
[x, h] lies in U’d. But h=su with s in E and u in U’d. Taking determinants we
get N E/F(S) lies in det U’d U[(r+1)/2]F and as in the above lemma we get that s is
in U[(r+1)/2]E. Now by Corollary 2.13, x = tv with t in E " and v in U[(r+1)/2]A, so that
[x, h] = [v, s]t[v, u]ts[t, s][t, u]s from which the result follows.
=

We state

now a

result that is

going

to be needed later.

LEMMA 2.15. Let E/F be a quadratic ramified extension and let oc be an element
of E such that vE(03B1)=1. Then either d=2vF(tr 03B1) and 2vF(tr 03B1) 2vF(2)+1 or
d 2vF(2) + 1 and vF(tr oc) vF(2) + 1.
Proof. We know that d=vE(03B1-03B103C3) where 03C3 is the nontrivial element of the
Galois group of the extension. But then d=vE(03B1+03B103C3-203B103C3) and since 03B1+03B103C3 has
even valuation (being an element of F) and 203B103C3 has valuation 2vF(2)+1, an odd
number, we get that d=min{2vF(tr oc), 2VF(2) +1}.
=

COROLLARY 2.16. Let b in E have valuation - n, n odd and let s=tr b. Then

d=min{1+n+2vF(s), 2vF(2) + 1}.
Proof. Apply

Lemma 2.15 to

oc

=

03C9(1+n)/2Fb.

3. The number of components of 03C9|G

of ~ in N. Since H ~ N we have by Clifford theory that
if i is an irreducible subrepresentation of IndMH~ then IndUMA03C4 is irreducible. In
this section we will consider the decomposition of IndMH~. To begin with we note
that M NÑ(~) depends only on t/1b. In fact, x is in M if and only if ijx ~, i.e., if
and only if [x, H] ker ~. But given that N/ Ur is abelian, this is the case if and
only if [x, H] ker ~ n U’d ker tfrb.
In what follows it will be convenient to choose a specific lattice chain, namely
the one which is obtained from the lattice chain of the note before Lemma 1.4 by
Let M be the normalizer

=

=

=

conjugation by
For this

and b

can

new

be

lattice

picked

we

to be

have
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where

Having chosen this chain, our first goal is to describe the group N/H. To this
end let x be an element of N; then xbx -1 ~ b + cx(mod P1-rA) where cx = c is in F.
As in Proposition 2.10 we get that 2c lies in P[(2-r)/2]F. Also since

cb-1(mod PrA) we get as in Lemma 2.12 that N(1+cb-1) ~
which ctrb-1 + c2Nb -1 lies in P[(r+1)/2]F, so that cs/ A + c2/0
from
l(mod PFr + 1)/2])
lies in p[(r+1)/2]F, i.e., cs+c2 lies in P[(r+1)/2]-nF=P1-r+[(1-r)/2]F
It follows that

xbx-1b-1

~

1 +

.

belongs

P1-r.

to

Thus xc =

Le xxc-llies
1J is

in

N.

Furthermore

xx-1cbxcx-1

in H.
On the other hand in order that xc lies in H we must have that

x(b-c)x-1
P[r/2]+1-rF

~

=

b(mod P1-rA) so that

because

H~Q= UrA~Q

where

c

lies in

Q=[F 0]. Write C=[1 0

and let Cb N n C. Let Gb be the inverse image of Cb under the map c~xc so
that Gb is the additive group which consists of elements c in F such that
vF(2c) [(2- r)/2] and vF(cs + c2)1-r+ [(1- r)/2].
We denote by Gb the inverse image of Cb M n C under the c~xc map. By the
above Gb/P[r+2]+1-rF is isomorphic to the group M/fl, the isomorphism being
induced by c~xc.
We note now that xc lies in M if and only if [xc, H] n U’d c ker .pb.
=

=

IndMH~,

LEMMA 3.1. The number of irreducible components of
thus of 03C0|G, is
equal to [Gb:P[r/2]+1-rF], the index of P[r/2]+1-rF in 6:,.
Proof. We will show that ~ extends to M. Our result will then follow from the
fact that M/H is abelian so that the number of irreducible components
is given by [M : H]= [Gb: P[r/2]+1-rF].
To see that ~ extends to M it is enough to show that if x and y are in M, then
[x, y] lies in the kernel of ~. But from the above x=tlh1, y t2h2, where

of IndMH~

=
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Thus [x, y] = [hl, t2]t1[h1, h2]t1t2[t1,t2][t1, h2]t2. But
factors are in the kernel of ij, whence our result.
We want to describe the group

Cb.

To this end

we

[t1, t2] =

1 and the other

have

LEMMA 3.2. Let fi t(l + ub) be an element of E and let k be in U’d. Suppose that
f3k lies in H. Then [x,, f3k] lies in the kernel of t/Jb if and only if
-c2ut2/N(03B2) + c(N(03B2)-1)/N(03B2) lies in the kernel of 03C8, where N(03B2) denotes the
image of fi in F under the norm map of the extension EIF.
Proof. Since [x,, f3k] = [x,, 03B2][xc, k]03B2 we have that if h f3k is in H, then
=

=

First,

we

observe that

Furthermore, since k is in UrA and det k=N(03B2-1)

Also

vF(c det(k-1))1

from which

we

have that

03C8([xc, k])=03C8(-c(N(03B2-1)-1)

and

so

Next,

(03C3 the nontrivial element of Gal(E/F))

so

that

The result now follows.
Let c be in (fb and set s, = s - c. We consider the polynomial
observe that if we multiply this polynomial by 03C9n+1 we get

x2-s1x+0394. We

in the new variable 03C9(n+ 1)/2x such that the constant term has
valuation one, while the coefficient of the first degree term has valuation greater
than or equal to one, thus, this new polynomial is an Eisenstein polynomial from
which it follows that if b 1 is a root of X2 - s 1 x + A, then E 1= F[b 1 ] is a quadratic
ramified extension of F. If fi = a + tb is in E, we set 03B21 = 03B21(03B2) = a + tb1 in E 1. Also
we will denote by N1 the norm map of the extension E1/F and set dI = d(E 1/ F).
a

polynomial

149
We

can now

restate Lemma 3.2.

LEMMA 3.3. With notation as in Lemma 3.2,
and only if c(N1(03B21)-1)/N(03B2) lies in the kernel

Also,

we

[xc,03B2k]
of 03C8.

lies in the kernel

of t/lb if

have

LEMMA 3.4. [xc, h] lies in U’d if h lies in H.
Proof. Let h=03B2k where P is in E " and k is in U’d. Then [xc, k] is in U’d, so
that [xc, h] is in U’d if and only if [xc, 03B2] is in U’d. Now Corollary 2.13 implies
that Xc lies in E " U[(r+1)/2] n C U[(r+1)/2]A n C. Since [(r +1)/2] d and N(03B2) is in
U[(r+1)/2]F we have that P is in U[(r+1)/2]E so that [xc, 03B2] lies in U[(r+1)/2]+[(r+1)/2]
from which the result follows.
=

We recall here that the character 03C8 of F has conductor PF. If p 2 we will
furthermore that 03C8(x2 + x) =1 for x in (!JF. If E/F is quadratic, 03C9E/F will
denote the nontrivial character of F which is trivial on NE/F(E ) and cE will
denote an element of F for which 03C9E/F(x)= 03C8(cE(x-1)) for x in U[(d+1)/2]F.
We improve now Lemma 3.3.
=

assume

LEMMA

3.5.

Let 03B2 be
03C8(c(N1(03B21)-1)/N(03B2))=1

such

that

N(03B2) is in

U[(r+1)/2]F.

Then

if and only if 03C8(c(N1(03B21)-1))=1.
Proof. Let us recall first that vE(c) [(r+1)/2]-n. On the other hand we have
that

in P[(r+1)/2]F. We consider first the case when [(r+1)/2] d1. Then
in P[(r+1)/2]F (see [S]), so that c(N1(03B21)-1)z has F-valuation
lies
N1(03B21)-1
greater than or equal to

for

some z

equal to 1, and so c(N1(03B21)-1)z lies in the kernel of 03C8.
d1=[(r+1)/2]. Then U[(r+1)/2]F=N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1) from which it
follows as before that c(N1(03B21)-1)z has valuation greater than or equal to 1.
Finally, if d 1 [(r + 1)/2], then c(N1(03B21)-1)z has F-valuation greater than or
equal to
which is greater than

Next,

or

assume

which is greater than

or

equal

to 1 whence our result.
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We may now state and prove our main result. We recall from Lemma 3.1 that
the number of components of nie; is equal to [Gb:P[r/2]+1-rb].
n be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G which
1.6 and such that [(r+1)/2] d. If
Proposition
satisfies (ii) of
d
then
[Gb: p[r/2]+1-rF] 2 with equality if the congruence
[(r +1)/2]
2 3(r + 1),
=
has
no solution of valuation greater than d/2 - r.
x3-sx2+0394 0(mod P1-nF)
If 2 3(r+1)d, then [Gb:P[r/2]+1-rF]=1 if and only if the equation
x3-sx2+0=0 has no solution.
Proof. (1) We first suppose that [(r+1)/2] d 2 3(r+1). We consider several

THEOREM 3.6. Let

cases.

Let

c

be in

(tb.

P[r/2]+1-rF,
N1(U2[(r+1)/2]+1-d1E1) N1(U[(r+ 1)/2]E1). Thus P[(r+1)/2]F C
N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1)-1, from which cP[(r+1)/2]F ~ ker 03C8 (see Lemma 3.5), so that
vF(c) 1-[(r+1)/2], i.e., c lies in P[r/2]+1-rF.
(i) d1 [(r+1)/2].

because

U[(r+

1)/2]F

=

We have in this

case

that

c

must lie in

C

(ii) [(r + 1)/2] d1 d. This cannot occur. To see this, we note first that if
r-d1/2d1 then Ur-d1/2F=N1(U2r-d1+1-d1E1). Further, given that 2r-2d1+1
[(r + 1)/2] we get Ur-d1/2F ~ N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1) i.e., Pr-d1/2E ~ N1(E[(r+1)/2]1)-1. On
the other hand it follows from Corollary 2.16 that vF(c)=d1/2-r, so that
(!J =cPr-d1/2F c ker 03C8, a contradiction.
(iii) We will show now that [(r+1)/2] d d 1 2 3(r+1) cannot occur. Here
Ur-d/2F ~ Ur-d1/2F = N1(U2(r-d1E1)+1) ~ N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1), But Corollary 2.16 implies
now that vF(c)=d/2-r so that O=cPr-d/2F ~ ker 03C8, a contradiction.
(iv) We assume now that [(r+1)/2]d=d12 3(r+1). Set c1= cE1. Then
vF(c1)=1-d. Also given that UdF ~ {N1(03B21)} we have vF(c) 1 - d. Now
s=s1+c1+(c-c1) implies that s - s1+c1(mod P1-dF). But d/2+1 1- d, so
that s ~ s1 + c1(mod Pd/2+1-rF). We can apply then Proposition 4.1 of [K2]
to get an extension E2/F, S2 = TrE2/F(b2) and C2 = cE2 such that
s ~ s2 + c2(mod P-[(r-1)/2]F). Conversely, suppose there exists an extension E2/F
with different d2=d such that s ~ s2 + c2(mod P-[(r-1)/2]F) and 0394=03942 where
s2=TrE2/F(b2), 03942=NE2/F(b2) for some b2 in E2. Since we are in the case
d/2[(r+1)/2] we have NE2/F(03B22)=N2(03B22) is in U[(r+1)/2]F~Ud/2F for P2 in
U[(r+1)/2]E2 where P2 corresponds to P in U[(r+1)/2]E under the map described after
Lemma 3.2. We have in this way that N2(03B22)-1 is in pV2, so that
03C8(c2(N2(03B22)-1)=1. We will see now that C2 lies in Gb but not in P[r/2]+1-rF. In
fact, vF(2c2)[(2-r)/2] since vF(2c2)d-1/2+1-d[(2-r)/2] (see Corollary 2.16). Also VF(SC2 + C22) [(1- r)/2] + 1- r since VF(C2(C2 + s))
1- d + vF(c2 + s), vF(s) d/2-r and d/2-r 1- d we have that
=
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c2 is not in

P[r/2]+1-rF since vF(c2)=1-d [r/2]+1-r.
we consider the case [(r+1)/2] d
2 3(r+1) d1.

(v) Finally

In this case d = 1 + n + 2vF(s)

1 + n + 2vF(s1), so that vF(s) vF(s1) and
Also
vF(s)=vF(c)=d/2-r.
Ud1F=N1(Ud1+1E1) ~ N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1) which implies that
c
so
that
d/2 - r + d1 1, i.e., d/2 + d1 1 + r (in particular
cPd1F ker 03C8

d1 &#x3E; 2 3(r+1)).
We

are

going

to see first that

d1

cannot be odd. If it were, then

From Lemma 3.5 we would have that 03C8(cN1(03B21)-1))=1 for all 03B2=1 + ub such
that vF(ub) [(r+1)/2], i.e., 03C8(cs1u+cu20394)=1 for all u such that vF(u)
1 2[(r+1)/2]+n/2. Let u=ys1/0394. Then 03C8(cs21/0394(y + y2)) = 1 for all y such that
vF(y)=vF(u)-n-vF(s1). But since vF(s1)d1+1/2-r1 2[(r+1)/2]-n/2 we
would have that 03C8(cs21/0394(y+y2)) = 1 for all y in (9. We are in the case p = 2
(because d &#x3E; 1) so that 03C8 has been taken with the property 03C8((y+y2)=1 for all y
in (9F. We get that cs21/0394 ~ 1(mod PF), i.e., s31-ss21+0394 ~ 0(mod Pl F (because
C=S-S,). But

Thus

It follows that

contradiction. Thus, d 1 is even and so
cs21/0394 = 1 (mod PF), from which
a

d1=1 +

n + 2vF(s1). As above

we

get that
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it follows that the congruence

has

a

solution si

(because dl2

+

d1

such that

=

1

+ r),

so

that

VF(SSI)

=

vF(0394)

=

1

-

2r, i.e.,

On the other hand if we make the change of variables x sz in X3 - sx2 + 1B 0
we have that z3 - z2 + 0394/s3 = 0. But vF(0394/s3) &#x3E; 0 and so z3-z2+1Bls3 == z2(z-1)
(mod PF). By Hensel’s lemma x3 - sx2 + 0394 = 0 has a solution of valuation vF(s),
from which x3 - sx2 + 0394 --- 0(mod P1-nF) has one solution of valuation equal to
the valuation of s and two other solutions, one of which is sl, of valuation
=

=

vF(s1) &#x3E; vF(s)=d/2-r.
(2)

d.
We now suppose that 2 3(r + 1)
Let c be in GB. Again there are several

cases.

(i) By an argument similar to that of part (ii) above one may check that
d 1 2 3(r + 1) cannot occur.
(ii) 2 3(r +1) di d. We will see in fact that there is a nontrivial c if and only if
the equation x3-sx2+0394=0 has a solution.
If there is

a c

then

we

have that

(since vF(sl) vF(s)). Also given that ui N1(U2d+1-d1E1) ~ N1(U[r+ 1)/2]E1) we get
d1/2+d 1+r. As we know, 03C8(cus1+cu20394)=1 for all u such that
vF(u) 1 2[(r+1)/2]+n/2 and if we take u=ys1/0394, then 03C8((cs21/0394)(y+y2))=1 for
all y such that
=

But

It follows that

03C8(cs21/0394(y+y2)) =1

for all

y in (9,,

so

that

cs21/0394 = 1 (mod P,),
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implies in particular that d1/2-r+d1-2r+2r-1=0, i.e., d1=2 3(r+1)
that
r+1 is necessarily divisible by 3 in this case). The above con(note
gruence gives us as before s31 - ss21+0394 ~ 0(mod P1-nF). We notice that
vF(s31/0394)=3 2d1-3r+2r-1=0 and that vF(ss21/0394)&#x3E;0 (vF(s) &#x3E; vF(s1)). Thus
s31/0394+1 ~ 0(mod P). We look now at the equation x3-sx2+0394=0. Let x=s1z;
then (s31/0394)z3 - (ss21/0394)z2+1=0, and the congruence (s31/0394)z3 + 1 = 0(mod PF)
has the solution z=1. Furthermore the derivative of (s31/0394)z3+1 is 3z2s31/0394
which has only 0 as a root, from which we see that we have distinct solutions
mod P. Hensel’s lemma applies and gives us a solution of x3-sx2+0394=0 of
valuation v(s 1) since this solution is of the form s1v where v is a unit. We observe
furthermore that if the above equation has all solutions in F, then all three of
them have valuation - n/3.
Conversely, suppose that X3 - SX2 + 0 0 has a solution SI. Then we are going
to see that this gives us a nontrivial c. We observe first that if vF(sl) &#x3E; - n/3, then
vF(ss21)=-n, so that vF(s) -n+2 3n=-n/3. On the other hand
(d-1-n)/2 vF(s). Thus (d-1-n)/2 - n/3, i.e., d 2 3(r+1), a contradiction.
It follows that vF(s1) -n/3. Consider the quadratic polynomial x2-s1x+0394.
We observe that vF(s1) 1- r is not possible, because if this is the case, then
vF(s31) vF(ss21) (vF(s) 1-r). Thus vF(si) = - n so that -n/3=vF(s1)1-r
which is not possible since n=2r-1 is a nonnegative integer. It follows
that vF(s1) 1-r. If we let x=z/03C91+n/2 in x2-s1x+0394=0 we get
z2-s103C9n+1/2z+03C91+n/20394=0, which is an Eisenstein polynomial. Thus a root of
x2-s1x+0394=0 gives rise to a quadratic ramified extension E1 /F of différent dI.
We observe that vF(s) vF(s1) is not possible because if it were
which

=

v(F1)vF(s). We have also that
d1/2 (r+1)/3 [(r+1)/2] and U[(r+1)/2]F
d1 1 + n + 2vF(s1) 2 3(r+1),
c
whence
03C8(c1(N1(03B21)-1)=1 where c1=cE1. Furthermore,
Ud1/2F,
a

contradiction.

It

follows

that

so

Also, necessarily, vF(s1)=- n/3, because if vF(s1) - n/3, then from the equation
x3-sx2+0394=0 we have that vF(ss21)=vF(s31), i.e., vF(s)=vF(s1) which implies
d 1 + n + 2vF(s1) 2 3(r +1), a contradiction. Thus,

would

imply that d,

d

so

that

dl

=

1+n+2vF(s1)=2 3(r+1)).

It follows that
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Finally,

does not lie in P[r/2]+1-rF.
(iii) 2 3(r+1)d1=d. We are going to see first that d=2vF(2)+1=d1 is not
possible. If it were, then vF(s1) (d1 + 1)/2-r and arguing as in (2)(ii) above we
would have that cs21/0394 ~ l(mod P) which implies that
Thus ci lies in

(tb but

i.e., vF(c) -d. But

UdF=N1(Ud1+1E1) ~ N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1)

contradiction. It follows that d is

even so

so

that

c/1 c ker t/J,

a

that

Using once more an argument similar to that of (2)(ii) we get csi /0 - 1(mod PF)
vF(c)=1-d. We observe that 1- d cannot be greater than d/2 - r.

from which
Then

Thus

i.e., d = 2 3(r+1). On the other hand if we let

we get

which has,

mod PF, the solution z 1, since cs21/0394 ~ 1(mod PF) and c=s-s1.
Furthermore, mod P, the polynomial (s31/0394)z3 - (ss21/0394)z2 + 1 has derivative 3VZ2
for some unit v, so that 0 is the only root of the derivative. We now argue as in
case (ii) to get that there is a c if and only if x3 - sx2 + 0394 = 0 bas a solution.
(iv) 2 3(r+1)dd1. We are going to see that this final case cannot occur.
If it did we would have d
1 + n + 2vp(s). But then vF(s)
vF(s1). Thus
=

=
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vF(s)=vF(c)=d/2-r. On the other hand Ud1F=N1(Ud1+1E1) ~ N1(U[(r+1)/2]E1) from
which cPll ~ ker 03C8, so that vF(c) 1- dI, i.e., d/2-r1-d1. If d1 is even, then
vF(s1)=d1/2-r and we would have as before that 03C8((cs21)/0394(y+y2))=1 for all y
such that

But

1 for all y in OF. In case d1 is odd,
We have then 03C8((cs21)/0394(y + y2))
1
and
we
have
also
2VF(SI)+ +n&#x3E;d1
03C8((cs21)/0394(y + y2)) 1 for all y in O. In
we
case
then
would
have
any
cs21/0394 = 1(mod P) which would imply
vF(c) + vF(sI) + n 0. Since vF(s1) d1/2 - r we would have d/2 - r + d 1 2r+2r-1 0, i.e., d/2+d1 1 + r, a contradiction.
=

=

=

The above theorem has

as a

corollary

COROLLARY 3.7

(Criterion of Labesse-Langlands [L-L]). An irreducible
supercuspidal representation n of G remains irreducible upon restriction to G if and
only if 03C0 is exceptional.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6 above and Theorem 4.2 of [K2].
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